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PERIODONTAL CARE

PERIO PROTECT

Perio Tray

P

erio Tray therapy can be a convenient and
minimally invasive approach to combat and

VIDEO
Dr. Lou Graham
and other
clinicians share
the benefits of
being a Perio
Protect provider,
while patients talk
about their
amazing results.

prevent the recurrence of periodontal disease—

especially when patients present with generalized
pocketing or struggle with maintenance, as well as in
cosmetic, restorative, or geriatric cases.
Patients are prescribed a custom-made Perio Tray
to wear at home that delivers a low concentration of
hydrogen peroxide-based Perio Gel deep into their
periodontal pockets—up to 9 mm. Wearing the Perio
Tray for just 10 to 15 minutes at a time establishes an
oxygen-rich environment that simultaneously debrides

Dr. Cochrane’s own refractory maintenance patients,

pathogens and encourages wound healing.

bleeding on probing dropped 75% after adding Perio

“The Perio Tray is a wonderful product, a tremendous tool to help with nonsurgical treatment,” said R.
Bruce Cochrane, DDS. “The tray delivery also provides

Trays to patient home care. These reductions were
maintained for the 5-year duration of the study.
Controlled clinical trials show that using Perio Tray

the most effective way to run periodontal mainte-

in conjunction with scaling and root planing (SRP) pro-

nance. Its absolute biggest benefit is the reduction in

cedures achieves better results than with SRP alone,

bleeding and inflammation.” In a long-term study of

including reduced pocket depths. Another benefit is
softened calculus both above and below the gumline,
which leads to more efficient appointments. During

WHY TREAT WITH PERIO TRAY?
1 	Control Inflammation—Treat infection and
clean open wounds without surgery, while
reducing bleeding and inflammation.

2 	Easier Appointments—Softened calculus

above and below the gumline offers faster,
more comfortable appointments with less
bleeding and better optics.

3 	Enhance Cosmetic Care—Margins stay clean

and beautiful for durable, esthetic restorations.

FOR FREE
INFORMATION:
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www.dps.
li/a/6B9-897

prophylaxis, for example, hygienists get better optics
with less bleeding that might hinder their sight.
“Perio Protect transformed how I treat patients with
chronic periodontitis,” said Lou Graham, DDS. “So
many patients—restorative, implant, geriatric—get
healthier with Perio Tray therapy.”
Perio Tray is the only tray cleared by the FDA to
place medicaments deep into periodontal pockets.
It is also the only tray supported by controlled
clinical trial data and microbiological research.
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